
Decentralize The Exchange With DEX
Platforms
Make revolution in crypto space, by launching DEX exchange for seamless crypto
trading for your traders with Bitdeal’s Decentralized Exchange Script

Decentralized Exchange Development

As a leading Cryptocurrency Exchange Development Company, We Bitdeal has
initiated decentralized exchange script development services earlier in 2017, with
automated swapping and smart contract technology to help clients across the globe
to launch their own DEX platform that supports cryptocurrency exchange with the
elimination of middlemen.

Our team of experts can develop & deploy the decentralized exchange software, the
complete source code package with anyone can launch DEX exchange instantly. We
also provide DEX services which involves DeFi-based DEX development like Uniswap,
Pancakeswap and more with advanced features such as NFTs, Farming, staking,
etc.,. We strive to offer perfect DEX platform development on various trending
blockchain like Binance Smart Chain (BSC), TRON, Ethereum and so on.

Decentralized Exchange Development Services We Offer

We Bitdeal, leading Decentralized Exchange Development Company offers the
following decentralized cryptocurrency exchange development services and
solutions overseas.

Decentralized Exchange Script
We provide a highly secured decentralized exchange script to launch your own DEX
Platform with advanced trading features and plugins.

Decentralized Exchange Software
Get readymade decentralized exchange software and launch your decentralized
exchange instantly to earn high ROI in short span of time

Decentralized Exchange Application
Build decentralized exchange mobile applications to grab more mobile users into
your trading platform and increase transactions & liquidity.

https://www.bitdeal.net/decentralized-exchange-script-software


DeFi-Based DEX
Our Experts are ready to create decentralized exchanges by utilizing defi open source
protocols to launch your own defi-based Dex like Uniswap.

Smart Contract Development
Integrate our unique and highly secured smart contract in your DEX Script to
automate the seamless transactions of your decentralized exchange.

Crypto Wallet Development
We develop and integrate a cryptocurrency wallet with our decentralized exchange
script to store your trader's assets secured and completely free from hacks.

Blockchain-Centric DEX Development
We deploy decentralized exchange scripts by focusing on various famous blockchain
networks such as Polkadot, Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain and more.

DEX Exchange Marketing
We also provide A to Z digital marketing services to spread word of mouth of your
decentralized exchange after the successful launch.

Decentralized Exchange Script Features

Atomic Swap
Atomic swapping technology to perform instant & faster exchange of cryptos on DEX
platform.

Multi Crypto Trading
Our decentralized exchange script supports multiple cryptocurrencies to trade on the
launched DEX platform.

Integration Of Crypto Wallet
Secure crypto wallet to store your crypto funds safely and hacking of your assets is
highly impossible as it is decentralized.

Decentralized Order Book
We integrate a decentralized order book to place buy/sell orders instantly on DEX
Platform without any hustle.



Crypto Trading Bot Integration
To carry out trading on the right time automatically, the crypto trading bot is being
integrated in our DEX script.

Audited Smart Contract Integration
We deploy smart contract and audit twice to eliminate bugs on the decentralized
exchange while the user’s trade on the platform

DeFi DEX Clone Scripts

As this new era of Decentralized Finance DeFi is making huge noise, our experts
develop DeFi based DEX exchange by leveraging the features from top DeFi DEX
players such as Pancakeswap, Uniswap, Bakeryswap and so on.

● Polkaswap Clone Script
● Safemoon Clone Script
● Uniswap Clone Script
● Bakeryswap Clone Script

Why Choose Bitdeal for Decentralised Exchange
Development?

We Bitdeal strives to offer the perfectly developed decentralised exchange script
inbuilt with audited smart contracts to launch DEX platform & play a significant role
in the market.

Bitdeal is a hub of 150+ expert developers classified into several categories,
including blockchain developers, crypto exchange developers, Metaverse
developers, smart contract developers, AI developers, and game developers. The
team also comprises business analysts and executives, each with a wealth of
experience in their respective niche areas.

We provide exclusive B2B software and services tailored for various use cases,
business sectors, and applications. Starting from scratch, we deliver
enterprise-grade consultations, tech support, Development, and design upgrades,
Web development, software development, and maintenance services.

https://www.bitdeal.net/cryptocurrency-exchange-development

